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Abstract. The behaviour of a conduction electron in the presence of two Bose
fields, namely, phonons and magnons in ferromagnetic semiconductorsis studied.
The effectsof both electron-magaonand electron-phononinteractionson the energy
reaormalization are calculated.
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1.

Introduction

Ferromagnetic semiconductors have generated considerable experimental and
theoretical work owing to their interesting transport and optical properties (Methfessel and Mattis 1967). In pure state these materials are very good insulators.
However, by appropriate doping, one cart introduce carriers in the conduction
band. The magnetic semiconductor thus produced (e.g., doped EuO) is a system
of interesting interactions involving the free carrier and other excitations such as
phonons, magnons, etc. These magnetic systems (e.g., rare earth chaloogenides),
in addition to showing magnetic ordering, are also good examples of ionic solids.
One therefore expects strong interactions of an electron (or a hole) with both
magnons and phonons (Shah 1970, Klama and Klinger 1971). Following the
analogy with the ionic polaron case, several theoretical studies of interaction
between an electron and magnons have been made (Wolfram and Callaway 1962,
Woolsey and White 1970, Izyumov and Medvedev 1970, Richmond 1970).
These have also led to the concept of small or large magnetic polaron.
In what follows, we consider the behaviour of a conduction election interacting
with two Bose fields, namely, phonons and magnons Jn ferromagnetic semiconductors.
2.

The Hamiltonian

The Hamiltonian of the system described above can be written as
(2.1)
where
~Tfo = 27 ,~C~atC~,
k~r

~7¢~,= Z Ex~ (axtax + ½)
h
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(C~?C~-xtax + C~-xttC~+ax?)

~t'~, = S P,C~+,,rtC~a (b~ + b_,~f)

(2.3)
(2.4)

k,qff

Here (C~#'~, el.), (axl", ax) and (b~'~, ba) are the electron, magnon and phoncn (creation, annihilation) operators respectively iv. corresponding states with k, ~ and q
representing the wave vectors ; o is the spin index. The single particle electron ek~
and magnon Ex~ energies already incorporate the correction arising from the two
magnon electron-magnon terms and the ferromagnetic ordering of the localised
spins.
Explicitly
h2k~

1

EkO-: ~i{7
~ --]lBc~t~ext(7~-(S--~ ~ (Nx"))
h
1
Exm : hwx -r ~N((nt) -- (n~))

(2.5)
(2.6)

whereto* is the effective electron mass, H,,t is the external magnetic field, o takes the
values -4- 1 and I is exchange constant of the contact type between conduction electron and localised spins of magnitude S. Here Nxm is the average magnon occupation number and (nt) -- (m,) is the net spin polarisation of the conduction electrons. Furthermore, E~" = h~o~ is the phonon energy. The remaining electronmagnoa interaction term He, involves emission or absorption of a magaon along
with spin flip scattering of a conduction electron ~ith Im ~ ½(2S/N)½I. In equation (2.4) ~ p represents the electron-phonon interaction term wherein the general
form of the coupling constant P~ can be written as (Shankar and Sinha 1973)
P~

:

--~\~-M~,]

F

(2.7)

where F is tbe deformation potential field, M is the atomic mass and N the number
of unit cells. We have ignored arty direct interaction between phonons and
magaons (Sinha and Upadhayaya 1962, Shah 1970).

3. Electron Green's function
We calculale the Green's function for an electron in the field of phonons and
magnons. We follow the method of double time thermal Green's function technique
for computing the relevant single particle and higher order Green's functions
(Zubarev 1960). These calculations are rather lengthy and involved. Accordingly,
we will be content with writing significant results and conclusions. The Green's
functions will contain information about relevant properties of the electron, i.e.,
renormalisation of energy, effective mass, life time, etc.
The electron Green's function is denoted as follows (Zubarev 1960):

(7~,-,'" = ((c~ it); c1"v,,, (t')))

(3. I]
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Setting up the equations of motion of these Green's functions and taking their
Fourier transform we get the following chain of equations:

(E

-

~)

<<c,~;

ce~

t)>

h

= 2-£ ~ , 8 , , , -- Z I . (k, ,~) ~at' <(C,~x¢ axt; C,,~,?))
X

-- Z I
x

m (k, A)hal , ((C~_xqax; C~,a,?) )

+ s p,{<<%~,¢v,t; ce~4>> + <<C~_~.~b,; C,..,,))}

(3.2)

q

The right hand side contains four higher order Green's functions. The equations
of motion of these will in turn contain still higher order Green's functions.
At this state it will be expedient to reduce these by appropriate decoupling.
For example some of the Green's functions involved at this stage are decoupled
in the following manner"

=

(bqb~?)((axt C~x, ; Ck,a,?))

= (1 + N,") ((axe" C~+x¢ ; Cr,,1")>
also
= (Nx+,m>((ax~ C,+x~ ; Ck'e't))
where (N,0, (Nx'), etc., are phonon and magnon occupation numbers. Further
the average values of (oq>, (oqi'), (axt), etc., and of produets of two creation or two
annihilation operators will be taken as zero. After decoupling these higher order
Green's functions the various lower order Green's functions are solved.
For example
(E -- ~+x+ + Exm -- A (E, k + A,)) (<Ck+x, ax]'; C~,~,t>)
= - 1,,, [<Nxm>+ <n~+x,>]((C~, ; C,,~,¢>>

£
--

{

(NXm>@ (nk+X-~+)

Pa/~ E - - E,.~x-qt. -+-Exm--Eq ~ ((C~-q4'bq; C~'a'~'})
q

+ E -- (Nxm)Ek+X+~.
+ +(n~+'
) E2xx,.+, E J ((C~+~'bat ; Ck'a't))}

(3.3)

where

A (E, k + ~,)
=

S

<l + NJ>

--

(n~--xF~)

pqo ~E -- E~X_q¢ + Exm -- E,/~

(NJ) + (n~x-~,>

}

q

(3.41
Similarly, we can solve the equations of motion for the remaining three IZgher
order Green's function on the right hand side of equation (3.2), Substituting
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these in equation (3.2), we finally get two equations from equation (3.2), one for
up spin electron and the other for down spin electron. Explicitly,
h
((C**; C~1.~f)) = 2 ~ r [ E - %1' - - 27(E. k~" )1

(3.5)

where the full form of 2J (E, k I' ) is given by

E

~

[m~ [(Nx'~> q- (n,.+X,l.)]
E -- '~x~, "-t-Exm -- A (E, k + A -l.)

(E, k t ) =

+

P"~ ~ c k + , l , + E ,

p-B(E,k+ql)

+ E-

e;-_-q; 22 Eq-~-~B(E.k~ _ q , )

[(1 + ~rg~>- <n~-ol,>]
2

+

o

}

[(Nx~> + <n,+x,)]

PQ I,." E -- '~,~+x++ EXm

-

-

A (E, k + A4.)

x

Xq

[iN,P> + (N~+x+,¢>]

E -- Ek+X~q4,-}- EXTM -1- Eqp) (E -- "~+al' -- Eqp -- B (E, k -+- ql'))

X

[(1 + N¢p) -- (n,+x-.~.)]

}

+ (E -- e,+x-.. + Ex" -- E, p) (E -- e,_, I' -- E," -- B (E. k -- q I' ))

(3.6)
Sim.ilarly we get
h

<<c,~ ; c : ~ ) ) = 2,~[E -- ,,~ -- ~ ( e . k ~)]

(3.7)

where :~ (E, k ~ ) is given by
E

£

lmZ[ ( N x ~ ) + ( 1 - n,-x.)]

(E, ~ + ) =

E -- q-x,

-- E~

- - A (E, R - - a t )

X

+

Pq ~ E --

e,._.4, + E,2p -- B (~E, k + q ,l, ) +

II

[(1 + Na') -- (n,-al.)]
E
-t-

eX

ea z lm~[(Nxm) + (1 -- n,_M,)]
E -- "~-xt' -- Ex" -- A (E, k -- )~t ) ×
[(g:))

X

}

+ (n,_x+ ~ t,)1

(E-- ¢~-X+ql'--Ex"+Eq v) (E-- e,+a,

+EaP--B(E,k+q~))

[(1 + N. p) -- (n,-x-~l,)]

}

+ ( E - - ",-x-~'t - - Ex m - - E~.') ( E - - er_q. - - Eq" - - B ( E . k - - q .~))

(3.8)
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where A (E, k -- )t ~' ) is defined in the same way as in equation (3.4) by reversing
the spin index and changing riga wherever ~ occurs.
Z I= z [<Nx=) + <n~x~a~)]
(e,k + q t ) = x
E - - e~.+h±q~, "4" E h m -4- Eq p

(3.9)

Similarly
E l = 2 [{1 q- NX=) -- {n~x+_qO]

B(E, k 4-q ~)=- x

E -- ¢~-x±a1' -- Exm + E~p

(3. lO)

4. Renormalization effects

4.1

Renormalization of electron energy

From equations (3.5) and (3.7) we obtain the energy of the conduction electron
in the I' and ~ spin states, Le., from the poles of the two Green's functions.
E~¢ = ,~, + Z ( E , k ~ )

(4.1)

E~ = ,~+ + 27(E,k ~)

(4.2)

where the explicit forms of 2; (E, kl' ) and Z(E, k ~) are given by equations
(3.6) and (3.8). The real parts of these terms give the renormalization of electron
self-energy. We can also get the effective mass enhancement from these terms.
(E, kcr) contains three type of terms :

O) ZIm~(

.

.

.

.

), (ii) ZP+~( . . . . ) and (iii) ~Pq~lm~( .... ).

Their explicit forms are given in equations (3.6) and (3.8); 0) and (ii) are the seJfenergy corrections owing to electron-magnon and electron-phonon interactions
respectively. They depend implicitly on each other and on the occupation number
of electrons and relevant bosons. One important conclusion emanating from the
above two interactions is that the energy of the spin up electron is further lowered
rdative to E++ even at the absolute zero of temperature. This will be seen in tbe
calculations given later in this paper. This is in contradistinction to the situation
when only electron-magnon interactions are taken into account (Woolsey and
White 1970, Richmond 1970).
The term (iii) mentioned above is a consequence of our consideration of simultaneous presence of two bosch fields (Sinha 1973). Energy rer/ormalization owing
to these processes become comparable to that due to the terms (i) and (ii). This
will give rise to different power laws (temperature dependances) in specific heats,
relaxation time and some of the transport phenomena.
It turns out that contributions from (i) and (ii) neutralize each other (see coneluding remarks for spin down ease). A similar situation obtains for terms involving pq4 a M Im4. Thus terms like (iii) are expected to play an imI,ortartt role.
4.2

Calculations

Keeping in view the formation of polaron with up spin electron even at absolute
zero, we calculate the renormalization energies Z(E, k a ) a t T = O K .
This
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simplifies the task very much. We cart take the boson occupation numbers to be
zero. Only terms involving interaction with zero point phonons survive.
Thus at T----0 equation (3.6) reduces to

r, ( E , k ~ ) = r, p2ff,~£__

Ek-,~ - - E , ~'

(4.3)

q

We take the case of EuO for our numerica~ estimates. This has the rock salt structure with lattice constant a = 5.14A, S - - 7 / 2 , I = 0 . 3 × 10-12 erg (Rys etal
1967).
Further, F,--~ I0 -a dynes and to~ -_. tOo ~ 1014 C/S for optical phonons (Shankar
and Sinha 1973). Changing the summation to integration and using the above
parameters, equation (4.3) reduces to

S

a 2 m*

F2

(E, k ~' ) _~ -- 87rh-Mto0

(4.4)

-- 6.25 × 10-3 eV, using m* =- free electron mass and M,-~ 50 × 10-24 g.
Equation (4.4) is obtained under slow electron approximation. Thus we see that
even at the absolute zero of temperature for the up spin electron energy is lowered
by the phonons. For lo~ doping (very low fermi energy of cnoduction electron.)
in EuO the relaxation effects involving optical phonons will not be important at
T=0.
Unlike in the up spin case, the down spin conduction electrons will be affected
by both electron-phonon and e!ectron-magnon interactions.
12
(El, -- e,_x ¢ -- Ex = -- A (E¢, k -- At )

(i) =

(4.5)

is the renormalization arising from electron-magnon interaction corrected by
A (El,, k -- At ) due to the presence of phonons. Taking Ex m =- D x', where
k,O¢
D = 2 JSa ~ with d = ~ ,
kB being the Boltzman constant and 0c Curie temperature (for EuO, 0c ~ 70K (Methfessel Matfis 1967)), and El, ~ ek,, we get El, -- E,_x¢
1S and I S ~ D ) t 2, for all values of Z including ~tm~. Further, we estimate that
A ( E , k - - 2 , ] ' ) _ 4 × 10-3 eV and B ( E , k - - q ~ , ) ~
_ 1 . 2 x 1 0 -z e V i l 0 -2 eVt
Accordingly, equation (4.5) reduces to 1/16~, 1.2 × 10-2 eV.
Let us now
consider

E
(ii) =

.pq2
El, -- e~_~l, -- E~p -- B (E, k -- q 4,)

(4.6)

Except for the presence of B (E, k -- q¢) the calculations are exactly similar to that
for the up spin case. Hence, (ii) i~ estimated to be of the order of -- 10-2 eV.

For
(iii) = pq2 L2 ( . . . . . ),
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the last expression of equation (3.8) is taken into account.
a ~ F ~ m*
384 S M % h
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This will reduce to

-- 2 . 4 × 10-4 eV.

(The presence of B (E, k -- q ~) is taken into account.
-- 10-8 eV, if co0 is between 1013 and 10 t4 c]s).

This is of the order of

W h e n we add all these contributions from (i) to (iii) we get the total reduction
in electron energy to be -- 10-'~ eV.
A t this stage v,e do not consider relaxation effects in that they will not be important
at T-----0K.
5.

Conclusions

The main results of our calculations are summarised as follows:
(a) There is a possibility
T = 0 K.

of polaron

formation for up spin electron even at

(b) The simultaneous consideration of electron-magnon and electron-phonon
interaction effects suggest new features concerning energy renormalisation and mass
enhancement of conduction electrons. For the spin down conduction electrons
the effects of electron-magnon and electron-phonon interactior~s (i.e., the terms
(i) and (ii) tend to compensate each other. Accordingly, if only these terms were
to be considered there will be slight enhancement or lowering in effective mass.
The interference term (iii) thus plays an important role.
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